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On July 18 in Belo Horizonte (capital of Minas Gerais state), coffee growers announced the creation
of a campaign to alert the government to the coffee industry's financial crisis. The campaign, called
"SOS Brasil," is sponsored by the nation's largest coffee growers, Sao Paulo state governor Luiz
Antonio Fleury, and Minas Gerais state governor Helio Garcia. Export and processing companies
have publicly endorsed the campaign. Coffee growers demand that the federal government create
a special secretariat for national policy coordination. Since Brasilia dropped out of coffee marketing
two years ago, said campaign spokespersons, over six public and private organizations "fail to agree
on any decision," and thus have exacerbated the crisis provoked by deteriorating world market
prices. Growers in Tres Puntas municipality located in southern Minas Gerais state, and one of
Brazil's top coffee producers said their problems have also been affected by generalized economic
instability, and "the adoption of three useless economic shock programs over the last five years."
According to Gilson Ximenes, president of the Tres Puntas coffee growers cooperative, the projected
1992 harvest is 15 million sacks, down 40% compared to 1991. (Source: Spanish news service EFE,
07/18/92)
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